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Profile
This government department 
works with 1,255 medical 
institutions to provide 
healthcare facilities to 9 
million military veterans every 
year. It contracts medication 
wholesalers and PBMs to 
meet veterans' medication 
needs and uses Astera 
ReportMiner to process 
invoice data from PDFs for 
reporting and analyses. 

Industry
Government 

Challenges
Manually extracting and 
aggregating invoice data from 
more than 1,000 medication 
transactions daily.

Astera Product
Astera ReportMiner  

Application
Extract invoice data from PDF 
files, convert it into an SQL-
Server compatible format, and 
automate the process for 
reporting.

Results
Processing PDF invoices now 
takes less than a minute to 
convert the data into Excel 
format for importing in the 
SQL Server database.
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Overview

This government department has the largest integrated healthcare network in the 
United States, contracting 1,255 medical institutions to serve 9 million military 
veterans every year. It has dedicated Veteran Integrated Service Networks (VISNs) 
that work with selected hospitals and outpatient clinics to meet veterans’ medical 
needs in the covered states. VISNs employ medication wholesalers and PBMs on a 
contractual basis to supply pharmaceutical products to the designated healthcare 
institutions and bill the government healthcare department. 

One of the VISNs uses Astera ReportMiner to extract data from wholesaler and PBM 
invoices and transform it into an SQL Server-compatible format for reporting and 
analyses.

Business Case - Processing Medication Invoice Data

Wholesaler Invoices
This VISN works with a medication wholesaler that provides pharmaceutical 
products to hospitals and outpatient clinics on its behalf to fulfill veterans’ medical 
needs. The wholesaler sends invoice data in PDF format to the healthcare facilities, 
and a dedicated pharmacoeconomist collects them for internal reporting. The 
invoices generally range between 1,000 to 5,000 lines, having drug and patient 
information details for different healthcare treatments based on daily utilization. 

Once procured, the data from these invoices need to be uploaded onto the 
Microsoft SQL Server database. The SQL Server database supplies data to locally 
developed reports that help track medication usage, assess cost trends, and predict 
inventory shortages. The reports also enable the pharmacoeconomists to plan the 
VISN’s monthly budget and identify opportunities for potential cost savings based 
on the demand and supply trends of various pharmaceutical products. 

PBM Invoices
The VISN also contracts Pharmacy Benefit Managers (PBMs) to cater to veterans’ 
urgent prescription medicine needs in small outpatient clinics without on-site 
pharmacies. These insurance companies enable veterans to buy medication from 
outside pharmacies without waiting for the government department to approve 
their purchases. PBMs bill the government department monthly for the 
prescriptions fulfilled and their services. Once the invoices are processed, the data 
is stored in the VISN’s SQL Server database.

The network uses this information to review the medications administered during 
the clinical visits and determine whether the prescriptions are documented 
properly. It helps the team manage the government’s expenditure on the PBM’s 
service and ensures that veterans receive the most appropriate treatment through 
it. Lastly, the VISN uses the reports to identify fraud and make sure that only eligible 
patients are utilizing the service.

Challenges - Manual PDF Data Extraction

The responsibility of a VISN’s pharmacoeconomist is to evaluate the medication 
utilization data from all the healthcare institutions and monitor the cost trends. The 
goal is to get the maximum value out of the government’s allotted budget and 
provide veterans with the best healthcare facilities. 
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For the VISN, gathering insights from invoice PDFs was the main challenge because SSIS doesn’t support 
importing data directly from this file format into the SQL Server database. This meant the pharmacoeconomists 
had to manually extract and aggregate data from more than 1,000 transactions every day . It prevented the 
team from having an in-depth view of the medication wholesaler’s purchasing patterns and performing 
accurate cost analysis to utilize the monthly budget better. 

“For the most part, we couldn’t really use the data before because it was in a format we couldn’t use. For the 
wholesaler invoices, we just look at it manually. We looked them over individually and used the best guess what to buy 
or identify any trend.” 

Similarly, PBMs sent monthly invoices comprising of prescription and billing information in a spreadsheet. 
However, these invoices had the same compatibility issue and couldn’t be called in the SQL Server database, 
making it challenging to aggregate usage data for drugs. 

“What we needed to look at was how much we are spending by product or category, which medication is needed more 
than others, which brands are cheaper, provide quality medication, etc. By doing this, we can easily identify which 
medication is more cost-effective for us to buy to fulfill the purpose and then determine the cost savings we were able 
to achieve.”

To optimize the process, the VISN bought Altair Monarch to extract invoice data from PDFs and spreadsheets. 
But soon, they realized that while the tool was easy-to-use, it involved individually processing each file  to 
transform into an SQL compatible format.

Business Goals 

To liberate data from wholesaler and PBM invoices, and transform it into an SQL Server compatible format for 
regular medication cost and inventory analysis.

Astera Solution and Results

The VISN sought a solution that can parse the incoming invoices, whether in PDFs or spreadsheets, and convert 
them into a format that SSIS can read and query. In addition, the solution must be able to build a repeatable 
process so that the business users don’t have to extract data from the invoices every time manually. 

After reviewing multiple products in the market and trying Altair Monarch, the team chose Astera ReportMiner 
to build extraction templates for the job. 

“We migrated to ReportMiner from Monarch a few years back. The main reason to switch was that it required a lot of 
manual data extraction work, which mainly defeated the purpose of having a tool. ReportMiner is much more flexible.”

Processing Invoice PDF Files in Seconds

“Before ReportMiner, it used to take anywhere between 30 minutes to a couple of hours to process a single invoice. 
Now, it takes less than a minute.”

Astera ReportMiner enables users to build report models and extraction templates that can automatically 
process countless invoices, as long as the layout remains the same. The product helps extract data based on the 
predefined extraction logic. In VISN’s use case, Astera ReportMiner:

• Imports the invoices when they are dropped in the source folder

• Matches rows and columns with the extraction template

• Parses the data into the required format

• Creates an Excel file in the destination folder
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About Astera ReportMiner
Astera ReportMiner is a complete data extraction solution that is purpose-built to handle a range of unstructured data formats, 
including PDFs, PDF forms, TXT, PRN, RTF, XLS, and XLSX. It combines rule-based data extraction with an enterprise-grade ETL 
engine to help businesses streamline the extraction, transformation, and integration of data trapped in unstructured data files. 

For more information, please visit www.astera.com or contact +1 888-772-7837
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After that, SSIS imports the data into the VISN’s SQL Server database as part of the daily update job. In short, 
the process has now become as easy as copy-pasting the invoice PDFs into the server folder and receiving the 
extracted data in an Excel file after half a minute.

“The real value I see in ReportMiner is that once you have developed the report models for the incoming files, it can 
actually extract the data unattended – I  don’t have to babysit the data as long as it is presented in the same format. 
So that anyone can put the data in a folder, and it will automatically be uploaded and that is super valuable to me.”

With high-quality invoice data available, the VISN’s pharmacoeconomists now get deeper insights into the 
medication requirements and utilization trends at a granular level. Furthermore, they can better react to 
changing market dimensions, like medicine prices, availability of higher quality brands, and better deals on bulk 
purchases, providing more opportunities for higher cost savings. 

 

~ Pharmacoeconomist at the VISN 9

With ReportMiner, I have a tool that does everything for me and does it flawlessly. It is 
like hiring a competent data assistant and training them once to do the work for you 

without having to review it ever again.” 


